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ABSTRACT

In order to be immediately identifiable by the buyer in a retail space, a book needs to communicate 

its genre and subject in a matter of seconds. Big Books1, usually penned by famous authors or celeb-

rities, have a very established style: singular photo (perhaps of the author or pertaining to the subject 

matter), the author’s name in large type, and some blurbs or award stickers. These design elements 

have come to be recognized as features of Big Books. The Big Book Look borrows these elements 

to create the same magnitude of importance in the buyer’s mind as a Big Book with a well-known 

author when they encounter such a book cover in any retail environment. The Big Book Look is not 

immutable; it diversifies over time, changing to reflect technological and aesthetic advances. 

This report explains the major difference between a Big Book and the Big Book Look. While 

explaining how Penguin Random House Canada acquires, handles, and publishes a Big Book, this 

report aims to make connections among Penguin’s initial cover designs, some very iconic Big Books 

which perpetuated Big Book Looks, and books written by debut authors which are marketed as Big 

Books with the Big Book Look. Depending on the popularity of a Big Book, its look is often exem-

plified and recognized as a visual standard in its genre. This report also expands on decisions that 

contribute to the second format redesigns of a Big Book and a book with a Big Book Look.

Keywords: commercial; big book; design; book covers; big book look; book design 

1 “Big Book” is an inside term at Penguin Random House Canada (PRHC)
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1. INTRODUCTION

While completing my design co-op internship at Penguin Random House Canada (PRHC) in the 

summer of 2019, I worked on a number of different book covers. Sometimes I would get a creative 

brief which specifically asked for the “Big Book Look”. Trying to understand what this term meant, in 

meetings and individually, I asked people from the design and marketing team but everyone had their 

own definition. Some people defined it as a book with a famous author, some mentioned a cover with 

a simple image whereas others described it as a cover having big type. I decided to interview people 

from almost every department at PRHC to find out an overlap in definitions and try to understand 

what “Big Book Look” means; starting from looking at the earliest designs done by Penguin Books to 

the season list of 2019.

In less than a century, Penguin Publishing grew from an ambitious business idea to now being 

the biggest English language trade publisher in the world. In 1935, despite being told by leading 

officials at their place of work, The Bodley Head (a publishing firm), that their idea for cheap 

mass-produced books would not sell, the Lane brothers successfully targeted the emerging market in 

London. With accessible mass printing, an educated public, and the stabilizing economy, Penguin 

Publishing quickly established itself as a leader in its industry by publishing classic works of literature 

as well as new authors. In 1936, the Production Editor for Penguin Books, Edward Young, designed 

templates to easily mass produced covers which would require very little adjustments from title to 

title. With rising success and very high sales in their first year, the publishers’ back list and season list 

increased. They now had to streamline their production processes and standardize cover design to 

accommodate their growing list. In the late 1940s, Jan Tschichold was brought on to standardize cover 

and interior design. It took him a few years to get his entire creative team to use the same formatting 

for text spacing, indenting, punctuation, captions, footnotes, references, folios, and lists.

Currently, with offices on almost every continent, Penguin Random House (PRH) has had 

the good fortune of publishing many prominent authors over the years. Taking care of these au-

thors, cultivating their readership, and helping new authors grow is at the core of PRH’s practices. 
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PRHC publishes about 10,0001 books per year including North American titles and titles from other 

territories. 

The team at PRHC has years of experience in publishing established and debut authors which 

become Big Books due to their popularity and success e.g., books by Margaret Atwood, Michelle 

Obama, etc. Over time, as the author becomes more popular, usually by being published in different 

territories, movie/series adaptations, and new books in the same series, these Big Books will sell well 

in their specific genre. Quite often the Big Books have covers which become very popular with the 

sales people and these covers start being “comped” a lot. This is when a “Big Book Look” is born. 

Almost every genre has their own Big Book Look, which indicates the scope of that book, but certain 

elements like blurbs from renowned publications or celebrity authors, simple imagery, and big white 

type can be used for a cover of every genre. The PRHC team makes use of all their knowledge into 

marketing every book to the targeted audience.

While Big Books change every season, the general Big Book Look has remained quite similar 

over the years: the first Penguin books and the Big Books of this year (2019) have typographic, visual, 

and hierarchal similarities. A Big Book Look is defined by the years of experience from generations of 

book publishers and marketing teams. It depicts the industry’s knowledge over the years which they 

use as a term to describe a safe, risk-free look to sell for books that are being positioned to appeal to a 

massive audience. The entire publishing team often reverts to the Big Book Look if there are discrep-

ancies in opinions about how a cover should look. However if asked for an exact definition of a Big 

Book Look, it would be nearly impossible to provide a sufficient one since visual vocabularies are ever 

expanding. Once every few years, certain design styles or trends pop up, which cause quite a stir, thus 

changing what appeals to the masses.

The only consistent characteristic of the Big Book Look is its unique impact and memorable de-

sign which appeals to the widest audience possible in any given time; it is also known as a commercial 

look. Using case studies from PRHC and information from its professionals, this report will explain 

decisions taken by every department that contribute to a Big Book’s creative process. From the  

1 Kristin Cochrane (CEO of Penguin Random House Canada), personal interview
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initial acquisition to the final details like special finishes on the cover of a book and the kind of fonts 

chosen, the importance of a Big Book Look is obvious: unanimous support from sales, marketing, 

editorial, and publicity staff. A Big Book Look encompasses the belief that is behind a book; thus, 

setting it up for success before it is in the hands of the buyer. If a Big Book (with the Big Book Look) 

sells well after its initial print run, subsequent formats will have award stickers, endorsements, and 

blurbs which help the author expand their audience by creating publics that are interested in read-

ing similar books and/or reading more from the same author. A debut author who gains popularity 

after high sales on the first format (which had the Big Book Look) will also have significantly larger 

print runs for their successive formats or new books. This often sets the general look for that genre as 

discussed using case studies of The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo and the 50 Shades of Grey trilogy. This 

report also has various examples of book covers published 2015 to present day that showcases each 

step of the publishing process and help understand the complexities of Big Books and the Big Book 

Looks they create.
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2. PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE

2.1 History of Penguin Random House

2.1.1 Brief history of Penguin Books

In 1935 London, Allen Lane and his two brothers, Richard and John, were not seeing eye to eye with 

the other directors at The Bodley Head, a publishing firm. The other directors there did not believe 

in selling cheap paperback copies of their books as all previous paperback ventures in the publishing 

industry had proved to fail. The Lanes realized early on that the cheap paperbacks would need to look 

attractive and be produced quickly in order to break even; if 17,000 copies sold in a year, they would 

be in business. 

After seeing the success of their first launch, the Lane brothers decided it was 

time to create their own publishing house that would sell cheap literary paperback 

books. Allen Lane wanted a “dignified but flippant” animal logo inspired by The 

Albatross Library (Figure 1). The inspiration was visually significant as it became the 

very recognized Penguin Books look: simple colour-coded typographic cover with 

one easily identifiable and memorable bird. His secretary, who was taking notes, 

suggested a penguin. The idea resonated with Lane; the designer, Edward Young, was sent off to the 

London zoo to make sketches for the new logo.1 

Now and then, a strong branding builds the image of a company in customers’ minds. The idea 

is to have a simple visual or a combination of colours be directly associated with the company. Strong 

brand identities are very easily recognizable. Once a brand name is associated with the promise of a 

consistent product, customers are more likely to remember the company.2 The Lane brothers made 

the right decision to establish a strong brand identity for a new publishing house that would have a 

1 Jones Knowles Ritchie, Champions of Design, (Issuu), November 24, 2011, 68, 69, 70
https://issuu.com/jonesknowlesritchie/docs/championsofdesign

2 Donald Miller, “Chapter 6, And Meets a Guide,” in Building a Storybrand: Clarify Your Message so Customers Will Listen (New York: 
HarperCollins Leadership, an imprint of HarperCollins, 2017), p. 80.

Figure 1, The Albatross 
Library, logo

https://issuu.com/jonesknowlesritchie/docs/championsofdesign
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completely new business model.

Thus, began Penguin Books in January 1936. 

They published high-quality contemporary fiction, 

priced equally to a pack of cigarettes, and posi-

tioned to be sold in accessible places with a newer 

audience and more foot traffic: tobacco shops and railway stations. As Baines states in Penguin by 

Design: “Penguin perfected the balance, combining design and sound writing…”3 

The idea of cheap brightly coloured books was scoffed upon but proved its worth by having 

100 titles in print and over three million books sold by the end of 1936. With the idea of expanding 

into more literary and English-speaking territories, Penguin set up shop in New York by the name 

of Penguin Books Inc. and published local authors in the U.S. By 1942, mass market paperbacks 

were being published and sales were overall booming. Penguin was steadily expanding into Australia 

(1946) and New Zealand (1973). In 1970, Allen Lane died and the company was bought by British 

media group Pearson. In 1977, Bertelsmann, one of Europe’s biggest publishing groups acquired half 

of Bantam Books, an imprint of Penguin Books. Now, two big media conglomerates owned Penguin 

Books. The combined reach and assets of the new owners helped Penguin Books reach even greater 

audiences with their audiobook imprint much earlier than any other publishing house.

2.1.2 Brief history of Random House

In the U.S. in 1927, Bennett Cerf and Klopfer purchased The Modern Library, which had 108 reprints 

of classic works of literature. In addition to re-branded classics and a trimmed back-list bringing 

in money, they decided to print local authors and hence named their company Random House. 

Publishing Ulysses gave Random House the promotion and publicity4 it needed to grow into a giant 

in the industry. The Random House colophon originally designed by Rockwell Kent has since been 

simplified to be reproduced at a smaller size (Figure 2). 

Random House was expanding both domestically and internationally. In 1944, they expanded 

3 Phil Baines, Penguin by Design. A Cover Story 1935-2005 (England, Allen Lane, 2005), 12, 13

4 Robert L. Bernstein, Speaking Freely: My Life in Publishing and Human Rights, (The New Press), May 10 2016, Chapter 3

R A N D O M
H O U S E

C A N A D A

Figure 2, Left: Random House colophon–Right: Random House  
logo today
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to Canada (becoming Random House Canada [RHC]) so as to distribute U.S. titles into Canada. In 

2012, RHC saw a business opportunity and bought McClelland & Stewart (M&S) from University of 

Toronto thus bring a stable of Canadian authors under the umbrella of RHC.5

In 1960, Random House and Knopf merged, establishing their dominance in the industry 

with big authors and excellent editors in North America. The rapidly growing company inaugurated 

Random House in the U.K., with subsidiaries in Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa. From 

1963 to 1988, Random House rapidly absorbed and acquired smaller trade and textbook publishers. 

Strengthening its hold in the digital landscape, Random House launched its Audiobook division in 

1985. In 1998, Random House was acquired by the German publishing and entertainment conglomer-

ate Bertelsmann, who already owned American publisher Bantam Doubleday.6

2.1.3 Becoming Penguin Random House

In October 2012, Bertelsmann entered into talks with rival British conglomerate Pearson, over the 

possibility of combining their respective publishing companies, Random House and Penguin Group7. 

Pearson representatives commented on the merger as a means for the two to try to “bulk up” against 

rival e-book publishers. In addition, combined heft of Random House and Penguin would give the 

companies more control over the market8 as book publishers faced competition from Amazon9 and 

decreasing number of brick and mortar bookstores. The merger was completed on 1 July 2013, which 

united all the publishing imprints of two companies worldwide. A new giant planted its feet in the pub-

lishing landscape: Penguin Random House, a “multinational conglomerate publishing company”.10

5 Victoria Ahearn, “Random House of Canada becomes sole owner of McClelland & Stewart”, The Canadian Press, Jan. 10, 2012
https://www.thestar.com/entertainment/books/2012/01/10/random_house_of_canada_becomes_sole_owner_of_mcclelland_stewart.html

6 Random House Company History, from Fundinguniverse.com Archived 4 March 2012 at the Wayback Machine
https://web.archive.org/web/20120229110211/http://www.fundinguniverse.com/company-histories/Random-House-Inc-Company-History.
html

7 Edgecliffe-Johnson, Andrew; Wiesmann, Gerrit, “Penguin and Random House in deal talks”, Financial Times, October 26, 2012
https://www.ft.com/content/eaf8eaaa-1eac-11e2-be82-00144feabdc0

8 De Weck, Joseph, “Talks to Merge Penguin, Random House; E-Book Response; Penguin Profits Down Despite Two Pulitzers.” National Post, 
October 26, 2012
http://proxy.lib.sfu.ca/login?url=https://search-proquest-com.proxy.lib.sfu.ca/docview/1115515912?accountid=13800

9 Amazon’s prices continue to be lower than retail prices.

10 Jane Ciabattari, Now There Are 5, (Library Journal), September 03, 2013
https://www.libraryjournal.com/?detailStory=now-there-are-5

https://www.thestar.com/entertainment/books/2012/01/10/random_house_of_canada_becomes_sole_owner_of_mcclelland_stewart.html
http://Fundinguniverse.com
https://web.archive.org/web/20120229110211/http
http://www.fundinguniverse.com/company-histories/Random-House-Inc-Company-History.html
http://www.fundinguniverse.com/company-histories/Random-House-Inc-Company-History.html
https://www.ft.com/content/eaf8eaaa-1eac-11e2-be82-00144feabdc0
http://proxy.lib.sfu.ca/login?url=https
http://search-proquest-com.proxy.lib.sfu.ca/docview/1115515912?accountid=13800
https://www.libraryjournal.com/?detailStory=now-there-are-5
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2.2 General Structure within Penguin Random House Canada

To understand the influence of decision making that goes behind a book, it is necessary to visualize 

the corporate chain. The global CEO of Penguin Random House (PRH) is Markus Dohle who han-

dles global affairs and delegates specific areas of the world to other directors. CEO of PRH in Canada 

is Kristin Cochrane who handles all Canadian titles and the U.S. titles being sold in Canada. Many 

people inside the company have been interviewed for this report and are indicated in the organizational 

chart (Figure 4).

bertelsmann

media funds education services

Figure 3,  Bertelsmann’s various ventures
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2.2.1 Imprints of PRHC

Between the titles coming from the U.S. and Canada, PRHC publishes 10,000 books a year11 ranging 

from adult and children’s fiction and non-fiction print to digital trade books. Every one of the 19 im-

prints (Figure 5), operated within Canada, are managed by their own publisher, senior editors, assistant 

editors, associate editors, and managing editors.12 All of the imprints are located in the Toronto head-

quarters, except for Appetite, which is based in Vancouver. 

11 Kristin Cochrane (CEO of Penguin Random House Canada), personal interview

12 Imprints with big lists have bigger teams and imprints with smaller lists have smaller teams

Figure 4,  PRHC Org Chart
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2.2.2 In-house Design Team for PRHC

The design work for all the Canadian titles and the U.S. adaptations or cover redesigns are mostly 

done in-house; when the work load is too heavy, some jobs are sent to freelancers. PRHC has a list 

of freelance professionals that are hired when needed. Workflow runs smoothly with the current in-

house team (which, as of August 2019, had 8 designers including the Creative Design Director) which 

is well equipped to handle the workload and provide all the imprints direct and immediate service.13 

All the designers have distributed workloads with an almost equal number of cookbooks, poetry 

book, fiction, and non-fiction among them. Each imprint has slightly different ways of designing 

the half and full title page, the copyright pages, bar codes, logo lock ups placed on the flaps or back 

covers, and imprint’s logo options. Since each imprint has its own history, demographic, and group of 

authors, they have come to be recognized individually. Because they are recognized, the imprint’s logo 

is placed on the spine of the book instead of PRHC’s logo. 

13 Terri Nimmo (Creative Design Director), in discussion with author, August 2019

Figure 5,  Imprints of PRHC
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It is the Creative Design Director’s responsibility to distribute the workload among all designers. 

In PRHC, the senior designers are given more complex jobs (like cookbooks and DK books with 

complicated graphic elements) and given their expertise, sometimes given more projects to work on. 

Often the senior designers are given books by big authors since they might have worked with the 

same author on a previous book and know some of the author’s or agent’s likes, dislikes, and quirks. 

Junior designers are given simpler cookbooks, poetry books, second formats, series’ design, or U.S. cover 

design adaptations.

As a publisher, Penguin books have come a long way from being sold at newspaper stands to now 

being the biggest English language trade publisher. They started out as three brothers with a clever busi-

ness idea and have now grown as a brand which is globally trusted and respected. 
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3. DEFINING THE BIG BOOK LOOK 

3.1 Evolution of the Penguin book cover

During the mechanization of the printing process in the 19th century, books went from being heavy, ex-

pensive objects owned by the elite as a status symbol, or a symbol of literacy, to being a common, cheap 

item available everywhere.1 When the Lane brothers created light-weight, colour-coded, and portable 

copies of contemporary fiction, their idea was to make a book that had mass appeal: meaning accessi-

bility, low prices, and a generally good-looking product. Penguin’s success as a business model was not 

just based on the price point but also on the design. This was the Big Book Look of its time: vibrant, 

large easy-to-read title and easy-to-notice author, colour coded for coherence.2 The high sales in a 

short amount of time paved the way for their success in the publishing industry with large Penguin 

logo front and center.

1930s –  The use of typeface Gill Sans Bold coupled with thick bands of colour (known as the tripartite 

division) created an easy template to follow. This was not the first time strong typography and a sin-

gular image was used on a book cover (Lane borrowed the style from Albatross Library, see Figure 1), 

but due to the high reach, low price, and popularity of the launched list, this look became associated 

with extraordinary sales thus “appearing very fresh and modern with its directness”.3

1940s – During and after the war, Penguin kept publishing to entertain an audience who wanted more 

1 Robin Roemer, “History of the Book: Disrupting society from Tablet to Tablet”, Western Oregon University, 06, 2015, Chapter 8, 
“Mechanization of the Printing Press”, 83.
https://digitalcommons.wou.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1007&context=history_of_book

2 Orange for fiction, green for crime, and blue for biography

3 Phil Baines, Penguin by Design. A Cover Story 1935-2005 (England, Allen Lane, 2005), 12, 15

Figure 6,  Covers designed by Edward Young

https://digitalcommons.wou.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1007&context=history_of_book
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and more information about their surroundings: periodicals, children’s books  

(Puffin imprint), photographic, art, and design books, classics from their back  

list, and essays on political situations. They adopted an almost newspaper style 

cover fashioned on the tripartite division, blurbs appearing on the cover, and 

some black and white illustrations here and there all in the black and orange  

colors. (Figure 7).

The book covers would change without much structure: some had pho-

tographs on the cover, some had illustrations, some had plain and simple typography. It was not 

unified whatsoever. This is when Lane decided he needed to raise the standards of design at Penguin. 

Jan Tschichold was hired from Switzerland to work for Penguin from 1947 to 1949. He re-educated 

the entire printing and design team about the importance of consistency in typography. Tschichold 

perfected the Penguin Book cover to establish a consistent brand identity in the marketplace. He 

introduced a grid system coupled with optical kerning and tracking for the covers so as to create a 

standard look for every book regardless of genre.4

“We do not need pretentious books for the wealthy, we need more really well-made ordinary books.” 
–Jan Tschichold5

1950s – After Tschichold returned to Switzerland, Lane hired 

Hans Schmoller who meticulously applied and improved upon 

Tschichold’s typographic and design rules. By the early 1950s, 

Penguin had the highest typographical standards in all of Britain 

but the tripartite style was very outdated: there was now stiff 

competition with the other publishing houses. A few design 

changes transpired:

• The use of a vertical grid was employed to update the old look (Figure 8)

• Illustrations (usually black or two-colour line drawings)

• The use of the horizontal tripartite diminished greatly

4 Richard B. Doubleday, Jan Tschichold at Penguin Books: A Resurgence of Classical Book Design, trans. Wang Yun, China ZHUANGSHI 
Journal Agency, September 27, 2013, http://en.izhsh.com.cn/articles/10/1_195.html.

5 Suzie Keen, Quick Design History: Jan Tschichold #ThrowbackThursday, Shillington Design Blog, April 2, 2019, https://www.shillingtonedu-
cation.com/blog/jan-tschichold-tbt/.

Figure 7, Horizontal 
tripartite division, 1939 
to 1944

Figure 8, Vertical 
tripartite 1958

Figure 9, Full bleed 
image 1956
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But the covers still looked old fashioned and constrained. When their publicity manager took a trip 

to the U.S., he returned with a new enthusiasm for full bleed photographs and four-colour covers, 

thus incorporating simple images and bold typography (See Figure 9). 

The period from the late 1940s to 1959 was focused around improving printing and typographic stan-

dards and ensuring consistency, the following decade was almost all about changing with the times to 

reflect newer printing styles and include formally trained designers, typographers, artists, and illustrators.

1960s – Penguin quickly realized the power of  

images, whether photographic or illustrative, 

in attracting the audience. By the 1960s, 

Penguin had grown to publish books in al-

most every genre. However, due to their many 

experimental layouts and constantly changing 

styles, many of their books (especially the 

four-colour covers) did not sell well simply because they were neither marketed exclusively nor widely  

as Penguin’s books (See Figure 10).6 “There was no consistency in the relationship between author 

name and title: whichever was considered the most significant from a marketing point of view was 

made dominant”7 until the Penguin art director commissioned the Marber grid in 1962. This system 

enabled them to produce covers faster and with a more unified almost series-like look, increasing im-

pact and efficiency. 

1970s – With the advancement in photographic technology, 

Penguin brought about a wave of black covers with beautiful 

delicate photograms (and later photographs) with simple white 

type. This style also employed the Marber grid to some extent.

1980s – Typefaces from the modern family (serif typefaces with a 

high contrast) became popular and Penguin used them similarly 

with their orange stripe, illustrative images, and big title/author to reinstate the branding.

6 Phil Baines, Penguin by Design. A Cover Story 1935-2005 (England, Allen Lane, 2005), 12, 15
7 Phil Baines, Penguin by Design, (England, Allen Lane, 2005),132

Figure 10, Four-
colour printing, 1958

Figure 11, Marber grid 
designed by Romek 
Marber, 1962

Figure 12, Cover designed 
using the Marber grid, 
1963

Figure 13, Photograms and sans serif typeface, 
1970
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Throughout the years, design was central for Penguin. First, it was important in creating identity 

and establishing a strong brand. Then, it was essential to survival in a world of fierce competition by 

constantly evolving, learning from their mistakes, and employing the best art directors, illustrators, 

and typographers. Then it was about expanding themselves as a company globally, joining ventures 

with the biggest media conglomerates, and acquiring a diverse group of authors. 

As paperbacks evolved, so did ideas of how they should look and reach their intended market.8 

A book cover is a tool for mass seduction and it should be interesting, provocative, and new. In order 

for a sale to be made, the buyer needs to be intrigued enough to engage with the book (in a brick and 

mortar store or while browsing online) and subsequently make the connection between material and 

message. The book cover’s subject matter should be interesting and convincingly put together for the 

intrigue to convert into a sale (known as the process of conversion); everyone at PRHC is cognizant of 

these factors. 

From Edward Young’s first design layout in 1935 to the numberless designed covers today, the 

form and layout of a book cover has not changed significantly. What has changed is our ability to 

reach our audiences in a way that was never possible before: targeted marketing using data-driven 

ads. In PRHC, every step in the publishing process, including design, depends largely on the counsel 

of the sales team: a sales person brings market knowledge, expertise, and experience into putting to-

gether the marketing and sales strategy of a book. Being in the business for many decades now, PRH 

has experimented with trends as they came and went; there have been covers in the previous pages 

that show that hierarchy, blurbs, and simple images stand the test of time. 

 

8 Phil Baines, Penguin by Design, (England, Allen Lane, 2005), 87
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3.2 Defining the Big Book

A book cover is the first impression for any book and so will go through many stages before it is remi-

niscent of its genre, fresh looking enough for its own place in the market, and true to its subject 

matter. If the author is popular with a well-established fan base, it becomes relatively easier to design 

a cover: the author’s name takes up the most space on the cover (see Figure 14). 

In the examples, it is implied that the authors are well-known just by the size of their name on the 

cover. This is in contrast to books by debut authors that often do not have the author name in a big 

size—it is generally smaller than the title, as seen in Figure 15. A Big Book is the lead title  

of a season which is pre-positioned to produce a lot 

of sales; extra time and energy are put into the in-

ception and packaging of this book. The book 

might be talking about an important social issue or 

it could be a book that everyone has been waiting 

for–e.g., The Testaments by Margaret Atwood (Figure 

16). Books like Atwood’s latest can challenge the existing cover design genre 

since they have a strong buyer-to-product relationship; a new style of cover 

might attract new consumers and simultaneously it will not alienate the older 

fans since they have surpassed mere visual recognition. When the author’s name 

is the largest text block on the cover, it is a clear indication of a celebrity or a 

very well-known author. Following are some of the internally agreed upon char-

acteristics at PRHC: 

Figure 14,  From left to right: Peter Robinson’s Series, Kate Atkinson, Michelle Obama

Figure 15, Title bigger than author’s name 

Figure 16, Atwood’s latest 
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• In-house buzz and excitement: sometimes there is a lot of excitement around 

a debut author, e.g., The Push by Ashley Audrain, because of the money spent 

to acquire the book. (Big advances almost always guarantee a Big Book, 

since it will have a larger marketing budget and a more sales focus)

• Interest or competition from other publishers

• The manuscript comes from an established and trust worthy agent

• High U.S. sales often benefit Canadian sales due to spill over media and geographical proximity

• Retailers have shown a keen interest

• Over 20,000 sales in the first format can make a book a Big Book

• Potential of reaching a different audience in the second format (with a possible redesign or a mov-

ie-tie-in edition)

• Steady, renewed, and lasting readership and sales each year–makes for a robust back-list book

• Award attention for second formats elevates a second format’s sales

• Sometimes for the second format, the design goes from illustration to 

photography or vice versa–e.g., The New Farm

• Retailers sometimes ask for colour changes so the covers fit into their 

seasonal Pantone colours for merchandising to sell more copies

3.3 Defining the Big Book Look

Sometimes, Big Books have covers which become very popular with the sales people due to their high 

sales and buzz in the marketplace. A big sign is when other publishing houses start imitating a look. 

It is then that these covers start being “comped” a lot i.e., the are often referred to when launching/

acquiring a book. This is when a “Big Book Look” is born. Almost every genre has their own Big 

Book Look. A Big Book Look is defined by the industry’s knowledge and experience over the years 

and they use it as a term to describe a safe, risk-free look for books that are being positioned as Big 

Books. When positioning a promising debut author, the team considers elements from the current 

Big Book Look style, such as simple images and a large title on the cover like seen in Figure 16. This 

is what the industry experts have learned in their many years of seeing what retailers respond to and 

what sells the most. 

• One image of either the author or a stand-alone image that represents the story: cover not be too 

conceptual and should directly create a relationship in the buyer’s mind, e.g., The Martian, 
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Before We Were Yours, and Where the Crawdads Sing.

• Strong, authoritative, bold and brave look with high 

contrast in colours for maximum visibility in a retail 

environment 

• A well-known authors’ name will almost always be larger 

than the title with the imagery often being the secondary 

element on the cover 

• Less risk in designs, e.g., typically, no vertical type, and an overall ordinary look so it can be 

quickly classified as its genre in the buyers’ minds.

• Cover should translate across platforms seamlessly:

• Should be legible from across a considerable distance (e.g., on the subway, on a 

merchandising table, in someone’s hands) 

• Should be easily recognizable as a thumbnail online 

• Special finishes which indicate an important book for the buyers (e.g., foils, embosses, die-cuts.)

• Marketing blurbs for debut authors on the front/back cover

3.4 Relationship between The Big Book Look and a Big Book

When a Big Book propagates a certain art style, that look becomes known as The Big Book Look 

for that genre. It is necessary to be clear about the difference between the two since either one could 

come first and set the standard for the next. This is what makes 

the difference very delicate yet important: a Big Book could 

have had a few elements on the cover that worked for its genre 

and were thence used profusely for similar books. 

When a Big Book has a fresh and unique look which 

caters to a wide audience it becomes very iconic and comes to 

be known as the Big Book Look. Some of the earliest examples of Big Books which set the Big Book 

Look are One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest (1962) (left, Figure 17) and Compulsion (1956) (right, Figure 

17) designed by Paul Bacon. Bacon’s new style of covers moved away from descriptive illustrations and 

serif typefaces towards eclectic handwritten fonts for the titles and very simple conceptual imagery. 

He came to be known as the designer for this “widely imitated style that stressed big typography and 

Figure 17, Paul Bacon’s designs which propagated 
the Big Book Look used to this day. 
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blocky colours with understated drawings”.9

Using the Big Book Look, along with the right marketing and sales angle, could help a book be-

come a Big Book if the book is marketed to the widest possible audience by using targeted ads and 

having a generic non-genre specific cover that aims to appeal to the widest possible audience. 

To understand better the different relationships between Big Book Look 

and Big Books, it is best to look at examples. Big Books have bold fresh designs 

that can be adapted to and change with visual trends.10 For example, a cover 

like The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo remains as fresh today as it was when it was 

first published in 2005. Big Books retain their importance by having easily under-

stood and unique looks, while breaking the stereotype of their time (Figure 18).

The salespeople have a large say in the overall look of a book since they are 

directly in contact with the retailers, who have a comprehensive idea of what 

sells and what doesn’t.

In general, the salespeople prefer simple, easily understood designs that 

translate well on to each platform, are very legible, and speak to many audi-

ences. A great example is Where the Crawdads Sing by Delia Owens. The sales 

director for this U.S. book said that a book title in simple, sans serif, white 

type paired with a direct image has a commercial and generic look. It is a safe 

move putting a marsh and a girl in a boat on the cover of a book (see Figure 

19) which talks about a girl who lives in a marsh and has a boat. This tells more 

about the book and invites people interested in such narratives to pick up the 

book. Bunny, on the other hand, only has an illustration of a bunny on the 

cover (see Figure 20). Only niche audiences who are intrigued by the type treat-

ment and the colours will pick up this book and read about it, assuming they 

did not know anything about the book or author.

9 Matt Frassica, The Many Covers of Paul Bacon, WYNC, June 24, 2015 
https://www.wnyc.org/story/sideshow-many-covers-paul-bacon/

10 Mindy Fitcher, personal interview

Figure 18,  Fresh design

Figure 19,  Commercial 
look

Figure 20,  Niche look
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Before the publication date, both books were positioned as Big Books, but Bunny’s cover looks a 

lot more audience-specific because of the colour palette, the hand-lettering, and the style of graphic. 

Where the Crawdads Sing has sold over 3 million copies since 2018, with sales peaking in March 2019. 

Whereas Bunny has sold approximately 8000 copies (as of August 2019). This is not to say that the 

cover predicts the sales, it is more often the other way around: the projected sales are a reflection of the 

cover, aided by the P&Ls that help justify extra expenses like special finishes for the cover. Both Where 

the Crawdads Sing and Bunny had spot emboss for the title and author’s name. Bunny becomes an 

example of a cover that was going to be a Big Book aided by the characteristics of a Big Book Look but 

did not perform as intended. If a book sells well without the formulaic genre design, then that becomes 

a visual guide that the sales team will mention.11 This practice often sets a new 

benchmark for a book of that genre –e.g., the Lauren Groff book, Fates and Furies 

(see Figure 21) borrowed the type treatment from The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo 

with its interlaced text and textured background. Fates and Furies went on to set the 

look for River Head Books, the U.S. imprint. The River Head Books imprint 

distinguishes itself with unique covers, merchandising, and diverse voices. Their 

design is very indicative of their list as they take lots of design risks, rarely conforming to the industry 

standard and producing very quirky covers. This design openness has to do with their detailed under-

standing of their customers. Their well-curated and vibrant Instagram grid directly targets their core 

audience: young diverse aesthetes who value beautiful, meaningful objects of culture. These group of 

people enjoy beautifully designed objects and spaces and thus respond well to colourful, well-designed 

book covers. Some of their covers which enjoyed a lot of sales success are shown in Figure 22.

11 Megan Wilson, Art Director for Vintage and Anchor books U.S., personal email conversation

Figure 21,  Interlaced type

Figure 22,  Riverhead’s books that sold really well despite their unconventional look
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3.5 Importance of the Big Book Look

The Big Book Look features the cover design elements that have consistently held up throughout the 

years (i.e., typographic covers, big sans serif type, low image vs. type ratio). A Big Book Look is often 

very reflective of the technology, aesthetics, and visual trends of the time making for a great design 

study of a particular time in history. The Big Book Look also often inspires the general design ap-

proach for many future books in the same genre. Since the main part of what makes a book by a new 

author “big” is its subject matter, its relevance, and its sales, a Big Book Look gives it a long shelf life 

by making it appear interesting in the retail space year after year. Cover designs that easily and quickly 

convey the narrative of the book make it easier for the right readers and buyers to find them even 

after their initial years of being published. 

In this technological world, where the pace of businesses is set by visuals,12 a look that will defi-

nitely sell can only be achieved by combining strategic thinking, strong aesthetic organization, and 

the skills to implement them all; it is only developed painstakingly over years of experience. All of this 

sensitivity is channeled into the cover of a (potential) Big Book that has a large number of voices and 

opinions behind it. Thus, making it trickier to please everyone and produce a cover that everyone in 

various departments will support. Originally, the Big Book Look was specifically reserved for the big 

authors, and has proved to be successful for that very reason. The Big Book Look has now trickled 

down into books by less known authors just because it is better received by the buyers online and in 

brick and mortar stores. 

The developments and changes seen in PRHC’s book covers reflect the increasingly sophisticated 

attitudes of publishers and readers towards design questions. In 1936, the initial design of Penguin 

books fit all the characteristics of a Big Book Look: it was noticeable, different from its current 

competition (see Figure 1), had the fresh look of large sans serif type and big blocks of colour. Since 

the books were so cheap, they sold well and Penguin books became a household name. From 1935 to 

today, publishing industry designers have created a style for each genre so that it is easily identifiable, 

e.g., as seen in Figure 23. 

12 Jeremy Miller, “Principle 4, Engage the Eye,” in Sticky Branding: 12.5 Principles to Stand out, Attract Customers, and Grow an Incredible 
Brand , Page Two Books, 2019, pp. 77-78.
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Many visual clues, which are the culmination  

of historical and cultural learnings in the business 

and often change over time usually to suit the audi-

ence the book , are geared towards communicating 

the genre on the book’s cover, e.g., lovers’ silhouettes 

couples with script typeface immediately signals 

romance. These cues are designed to communicate the book’s genre as quickly as possible to the 

buyer. Often a departure from the established “genre” look for a book in that genre is initiated by a 

designer. Not all books will follow specific “genre” styles; Big Books often omit those clues making 

the cover interesting, unexpected, and fresh while still appealing to a wide audience.

PRHC has since changed cover formats, straying away from the large Penguin logo on the front 

cover instead choosing to place it on the spine and the back cover or flap. In the early days, templates 

and colour coding were ready so each book could be produced and released into the world as quickly 

as possible. But modern print technology and publishing methodologies have advanced to allow 

photographic, illustrative, or typographically treated covers to be produced in the same time and with 

that PRHC no longer need colour coding to indicate the genre. What started as a viable business 

move (to quickly template and colour code different genres) has since then evolved to become a look 

that is associated with high sales and visibility in retail environments i.e., the Big Book Look. The 

high sales have since then been related to a look that ensures high visibility in an industrial world.

Figure 23,  Sample genre covers by Author
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4. PUBLISHING A BIG BOOK AT PRHC

4.1 Acquisition Process of a Big Book

Most of the submissions at PRHC come from agents or scouts who have connections across the 

industry and know each editor’s specialty or area of expertise. PRHC has relationships with both U.K. 

and U.S. scouts and agents. The editors get reports from scouts who sometimes flag books that 

already caused a stir in the market and think it has the potential to travel1 across territories. One such 

book was Normal People (2018) by Sally Rooney. When this book was in the process of being acquired, 

there was a lot of international interest surrounding it. The international stir and the success it had in 

the U.K made this deal even more profitable for PRH.

In terms of design, the U.K. edition was targeted towards a mainstream millennial audience by using 

bright, solid colours and an illustration of two people in a sardine can. The U.K. cover was amusing 

(see Figure 24) but it was changed to suit the North American millennial market, which at that time, 

meant using simple line drawings. The high U.K. sales gave the North American PRH design team 

some room to experiment. The cover in Figure 25 had overwhelming sales from the millennial audi-

ence as compared to the older audience.2 Due to high sales in a specific audience, this look became a 

hot topic of discussion among the salespeople. The cover in Figure 25 was often referenced to by sales-

people when giving an example of a cover that worked when they did not expect it to sell that well: 

1 Pamela Murray, (Senior Editor, Knopf Random House Canada), personal interview

2 Val Gow, (Imprint Sales Director), personal interview

Figure 24,  Normal People, U.K. covers–left paper-
back, right hardcover

Figure 25,  Normal People, 
North American cover
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it had illustrations that were being outplayed by the title and the author name, and the cover was un-

conventional as compared to a novel being positioned as a commercial book. Surpassing expectations, 

the book has sold over 130,000 copies (in North America) since the sale date. 

Once editors within an imprint have new books they are looking to acquire, they sit together 

in a fortnightly editorial meeting and pursue the leads, talking specifically about the books that have 

been pointed out by scouts. Post meeting, the editor fills out a form specifying the rights, category, 

comps, word count, trim, the paper type, and the effect finishes they think should go on the cover. 

As an example, if the book will benefit from a soft touch matte with emboss, then the managing 

editor will send a request to the production manager who will put together costs to enter into a Profit 

and Loss spreadsheet (P&L). Once the editor has gone over the P&L and the book is indicative of 

high sales projected by scouts or agents (indicative of a potential Big Book), the book is taken to the 

Acquisitions Board, made of senior members in the company. The editor and publisher make their 

case why the book is important and talk about its sure success by using realistic comparative titles 

(which are usually books that enjoyed a lot of success in the market). All the other books in that sea-

son’s list are also discussed. The Big Book of the season is decided almost unanimously. The imprint’s 

list is decided and the editing process begins. 

4.2 Comparative titles

The publishing industry uses comparative titles (comps) to determine the number of books that could 

be sold and how they could be effectively marketed. Comps also allow publishers to set expectations 

and anticipate how a new title might perform in the marketplace: this allows them to map out the 

secondary audiences, the price points, and plan for other formats, e.g., audiobooks.

Big Books are often used as comps within the publishing house and by the agents. Changing the 

cover to look more like its comp titles (which are often Big Books) gives the publisher, salesperson, 

and the retailer the guarantee of the book performing well in the market.

Comps play a huge role in letting retailers, like Indigo, understand the position of a Big Book or 

a book with a Big Book Look in the market. Comps also help retailers understand every genre’s audi-

ence’s graphic preferences (line art, photographic, typographic, etc). This specific sales knowledge is 
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why the salesperson’s opinion on covers matters so much: they know exactly what the retailers would 

reject. Hence when providing comps for a visual retailer like Indigo, comps with poor covers would 

not be provided3 as the book could be immediately rejected.

If the cover design for a book that needs a Big Book Look is rejected after the first round of 

design, changes are made for the title to look similar to the comp titles,4 since that is an example that 

has solid sales numbers and an audience behind it. An example is Vivek Shraya’s 

I’m Afraid of Men (2018), which was internally positioned a Big Book (Figure 26). 

The cover went through many rounds of typographic design: the designer and 

editor went through script fonts for the title but ended up choosing a tall con-

densed font that contrasted nicely with the script typeface used for the author’s 

name. The colours also started out as pastel and soft, but eventually a strong, 

powerful colour palette was chosen. It was very similar to the Big Book Look: 

unique colours and easily identifiable, even from a distance. This Big Book won the 2018 Alcuin 

Society Awards for Excellence in Book Design (Prose Non-Fiction). After that award, this cover 

was comped even more; salespeople and editors wanted their books to exude the same energy and 

strength. Having comps for a Big Book is an effective promotion strategy, since that often guarantees 

future blurbers and can easily tap into a ready-made audience. Another use of comps is in the mar-

keting technique of using a shout line on the front or back cover of a book which relates a Big Book 

to this new book with a Big Book Look. For Canadian author Shari Lapena, who was entering the 

thriller genre, the marketing team placed “from the people who brought you Gone Girl and Girl On The 

Train” on the cover, thus helping position a new author in the genre and hopefully (in this case, suc-

cessfully) elevating a book with a Big Book Look to an actual Big Book with significant sales and buzz.

4.3 Editorial, Marketing, and Publicity

The meeting between the editorial team, the marketing lead, and the publicists is focused on commu-

nication and a shared love for the book. An editor must have a clear vision of the potential of this Big 

3 Jenna Simpson, (Indigo salesperson), personal interview

4 Val Gow, (Imprint Sales Director), personal interview

Figure 26, Vivek Shraya
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Book; this includes understanding who wants it and why, what good it will do once it is out there in 

the world, as well as articulating clearly how to place it in the market. Marketing and Publicity then 

work out a way to find the people who are really going to respond to these ideas.5 

Every imprint in PRHC has a marketing lead, who works with the imprint’s publicist and the 

sales director to develop a rough marketing plan and sales strategy for the book. The Big Book within 

an imprint, i.e., the lead title for a particular genre, will have the highest budget has the highest bud-

get for marketing and promotion. Usually the marketing lead and the publicist come up with a tour 

plan for the author which increases sales and publicity. 

An author who is switching genres often make the publishing team apprehensive about their per-

formance; however, that can be tested in the pre-publication campaigns. Lapena’s The Couple Next 

Door (2016) generated exceptional audience interest in the pre-publication campaign for the North 

American region. In turn, the entire in-house team became proportionally excited. With a big au-

dience already waiting for the book, it had to look immediately recognizable as thriller, mystery, and 

murder. This book had the obvious potential of being a Big Book just with the pre-pub campaign’s 

success; thus, they decided to give it a Big Book Look. Following are the Big Book Look characteristics 

for The Couple Next Door (see Figure 27): 

• Large and white sans serif type with the author’s name smaller than the title

• A key image secondary to the title: a simple silhouette with dark colours on the covers

• Awards and blurbs from relevant authors and publications (see right image in Figure 27)

For Lapena’s most recent book, Someone We Know (2019), the design team increased the size of her 

name and made the type thicker and easier to read. This was done because she had success from her 

5 Pamela Murray, (Senior Editor, Knopf Random House Canada), personal interview

Figure 27, Left: First format 2016–Right: Second 
format 2017

Figure 28,  Released in 2019
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last book and was now becoming a well-known author in the genre. Someone We Know was a well ad-

vertised and marketed book since its predecessor had done exceptionally well. The cover has the similar 

look of a thriller which employs condensed all caps sharp type: otherwise pretty simple but trumps the 

simple focal image. 

Someone We Know was a relatively simpler Big Book to design since the author’s last book was 

given the Big Book Look to reflect its pre-sales success. Retailers and audiences had related Shari 

Lapena’s name and the book’s general look to a book with high sales. The decision to have a similar 

looking second cover with minimal changes is an advantageous sales decision. 

4.4 Retail weigh-in

4.4.1 Indigo

Indigo is a very visual retailer; they are often the first retailer to see the covers of books early in the 

publishing process. If a book is positioned to be a Big Book and Indigo agrees to buy a large quantity, 

sometimes they may give feedback on the colours and type treatment of the book cover. Indigo’s team 

reads every book6 and since PRHC wants them to order in large amounts, it is important that the 

book be comped correctly. Every book Indigo displays, they compare formats and prices to make de-

cisions about the size of the order of any book. When PRHC sales reps are trying to get Indigo 

invested in a book they will often ask them for cover comps to see what they think the book should 

look and feel like. Indigo will then send the reps books that are similar and that are currently doing 

well in the store. According to PRHC’s Indigo sales rep, Indigo 

will buy most of the books PRHC publishes. But they determine 

the quantity after a detailed comparative process regarding con-

sumer trends, format, price, and whether the book has 

merchandising charisma (this applies more to cookbooks and 

self-help books than it does to fiction/non-fiction).

Sometimes when Indigo gives feedback on covers, PRHC does a limited-edition special run for 

6 Jenna Simpson, Indigo sales rep

Figure 29,  Left: first format hardcover–Right: 
second format paperback
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Indigo that synchronizes with their season’s colour palette. Emily Giffin’s book all we ever wanted 

had a strong, dark blue cover in the first format; by the time the paperback rolled around, it was a 

Penguin Book Club pick and the redesign was done to attract more women readers with the use of 

pinks while keeping the golds from the first format.

The “Heather’s Picks” sticker makes any book an instant Big Book and every season PRHC tries 

to get some of their books on “Heather’s Picks”. Indigo’ is one of the most important retailers for 

PRHC due to their large customer base and because if they like a book, they order in large quantities. 

4.4.2 Amazon and metadata

PRHC uses ONIX format to transmit all bibliographical data to retailers. ONIX for books is the 

international standard for representing and communicating book industry product information in 

electronic form.7 Amazon is the only retailer that accepts keywords from the ONIX feed.8 These key-

words are used to tag all books and a good keyword is one that ensures a sale. The best way to think 

about keywords is to understand how readers are looking for books, and then tailor keywords to that 

pattern, e.g., most Amazon buyers just search for “children’s books” when looking to buy some and 

that explains why certain children’s books never go off the top selling list. Amazon puts most sold 

items on the (top of the) first page and they have the most general keywords. The meta-data manager 

gets excel sheets generated by Amazon’s algorithm that helps her find general searches which show 

the conversion rate. Using data to find out keywords that have the most conversions can help boost a 

book on Amazon. Keywords for books that win awards are updated (Pulitzer, Booker, Giller) other-

wise keywords for both Big Books and regular books are the same; general tags like “awards winning 

books”, “fiction”, or “memoir” have the highest conversion rates and the rest is left to Amazon’s algo-

rithm to place the most sold items on the top of the first page. 

Amazon’s retail weigh-in for the success of a Big Book is based on metadata and correct key-

words tagging and updating as the book wins awards. If the Big Books are tagged correctly, they will 

have a lot of visibility when they appear on the top of the search for that relevant genre.

7 BookNet Canada, “ONIX Standards,” BookNet Canada, 2014, https://www.booknetcanada.ca/onix-standards.

8 Melody Tacit, Metadata manager
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4.4.3 Audible

For Canadian authors, PRHC tries to keep as many rights as possible including audiobook rights. 

Since audiobook production is expensive, audiobooks are usually only produced when a book has had 

high amounts of success which becomes apparent the first format. Naturally, those are the books that 

are in high demand and thus make it to the bestseller lists. For Big Books the author usually narrates 

the book themselves or in some cases, with famous co-authors or multiple voices in a book, making it 

a unique selling point for the audiobook. Big Books are merchandised on the Audible and Apple 

Audiobooks platforms. Big non-fiction books like Stephen Harper’s Right Here Right Now, Jordan 

Peterson’s 12 Rules for Life, and Rick Mercer’s Final Report and big fiction books like Tanya Tagaq’s 

Split Tooth, Miriam Towes’ Women Talking, Sharon Bala’s The Boat People were all narrated by the au-

thors themselves, which significantly increases audiobook sales.9 PRHC’s sales manager for Audible, 

Amazon, and Apple Books has to merchandise audiobooks and propose editorial content for them. 

She looks at consumer trends using sales reporting data and customer orders from Audible, and cre-

ates a plan for the placement of audiobooks on the site. 

Audible also has special editions for books using famous narrators and the highest selling books grace 

their website’s home page. Many of PRHC’s recent Big Books (including some from the backlist) are 

featured on Audible’s homepage currently. The Editor’s Picks in October 2019, 4 out of 7 picks were 

PRH’s productions as illustrated in Figure 30. All of these books were positioned as Big Books.

9 Taylor Berry, (Audible sales rep and Amazon sales manager), personal interview

Figure 30,  Audible literature and fiction Editor’s Picks

Figure 31,  Audible literature and fiction genre with the PRHC 
titles highlighted, October 2019
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4.5 Designing 

When a majority of the editorial, sales, and marketing decisions have been made, the editor com-

pletes a creative brief for the designer. The Creative Design Director at PRHC assigns books to the 

designers. She takes into account certain factors before she assigns the book to a designer:

• The design complexity of the book

• Expertise of the designer

• If the designer has worked with the same author before

• The designer’s workload and schedule

Big Books are usually assigned to senior designers who bring their expertise and knowledge of the 

publishing world to the table. When the designer is chosen, they create a range of options and meet 

with the Creative Design Director to discuss and get feedback. The Creative Design Director and the 

designer together choose three most viable options that present a range of styles for the book. 

The brief mentions the timeline, trim size, synopsis, special finishes in 

budget, author’s design suggestions (if any), all the comps, and the style of art 

requested. One of the special characteristics mentioned in this brief is “Big 

Book”. Sometimes a book has neither the budget nor the potential sales back-

ing to become a Big Book, but if the editor believes that it has the potential for 

high profitability, they will mark the “big book” characteristic on the creative 

brief. This lets the designer get a sense of the style the editor wants. Usually it 

means making the book look important: imparting the Big Book Look to hopefully boost sales. A 

great example is A History of my Brief Body (2020) by Billy-Ray Belcourt (Figure 32). The editor specif-

ically requested the Big Book Look, giving Vivek Shraya’s I’m Afraid of Men as a design comp. The 

designer, then, had to put together a cover which had the title in a simple, large style in contrast to 

the smaller author name, which worked well with the busy art chosen. This cover is an example of a 

book which was not positioned as a Big Book but had the Big Book Look at the request of the editor. 

If the editor or the designer feel that the subject of the book is best represented by a specific artist, 

that artist is contacted. Either an existing artwork is selected or the artist is commissioned to create art 

for the specific book. As an example, a book written by an indigenous author would be best repre-

Figure 32, Big Book Look
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sented by an indigenous artist’s work (as seen in Figure 32 where the art was bought for the book 

cover since the team believed in the book’s importance). Commissioning new art is an expensive 

choice which can only happen once the publisher, sales team, and the editor are sure this book is 

going to be worth the investment. Big Books are usually considered worth the investment, as all cal-

culations show that even after investing in cover art, the book would be profitable. Other than the 

in-house team and sales people being happy with the design and production of the  

book, the author and the agent also need to sign off on the book. 

An example of commissioned art is the Eric Walters series: for each book 

the same artist is commissioned to create artwork. The science fiction genre of 

Walters’ books benefits from an impactful narrative cover (see Figure 33). In this 

case, the book neatly fits into the Big Book Look of its own genre: with visuals 

that directly correspond to the story and a short title presented in large type.  

The series is very popular and sure to maintain its high sales since it has a dedi-

cated readership. Books like these translate well into paperbacks with no special finishes or even mass 

market paperbacks. The editorial and design team make sure to use the style of art the author’s audi-

ence is most familiar with, which includes commissioning the same artist to work on each new book 

in the series.

4.6 Cover Meeting

The cover meeting is a weekly imprint-by-imprint meeting that discusses the cover design of every 

book in the season. This meeting is especially important for the design team as each designer who 

is working on a cover presents their designs and all the attendees give their feedback. The following 

people sit on in these meetings:

• CEO

• Creative Design Director

• Designers who are working on the books

• Imprint’s Publisher and Sales Director

• Editor and Managing Editor

• Director of Indigo sales

Figure 33, Narrative 
cover
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The purpose of the meeting is to make a collective decision on the latest version of a cover and discuss 

any changes or additions to a cover. The editors give an elevator pitch of the book followed by the de-

signer who explains and displays their cover design(s). A general discussion, about the look and feel of 

the cover, takes place. Some covers (especially Big Books) need more discussion while others are 

quickly approved. There is no difference in terms of process between Big Books and regular books 

here since some covers immediately click and some need more time to gestate. Big Books are often 

given more time in the meeting as they are intended for a wide audience. In the case of changes, the 

Director of Indigo Sales gives direction regarding the look and design of a Big Book since the retailers 

need to see exactly what the team sees in order for the book to be merchandised as planned. Often 

the Big Book needs to have a “book club look”: this ensures that the book will be picked up by big 

book clubs like Oprah’s Book Club, Reese’s Book Club, etc thus positioning the book to an entirely 

new audience which is a huge boost for marketing and publicity.

Eleanor Oliphant is Completely Fine (2017) by Gail Honeyman was picked 

up by Reese Witherspoon’s book club. It took off and got huge endorsements 

which means, moving forward, it sets the standard for how books being posi-

tioned for women’s book clubs should look like. Elements from this  

cover (feminine colours, illustrated woman, big white type) will be quoted by 

the salespeople and the editors, in the future, whenever a similar book is being 

designed. These elements become part of the Big Book Look. The CEO often has 

final cover approval in the cover meeting–but not necessarily during the design process. Rejection can 

happen from sales strategy meetings, by the author or the agent, and the retailers. 

4.7 Production Decisions 

In addition to a book carrying ideas, emotions, and knowledge, publishers 

go the extra mile to make the physical book as aesthetically pleasing as pos-

sible. The allure of a beautiful book can oft times persuade a potential buyer 

to look twice. Special finishes in printing lend more meaning to a book, 

sometimes highlighting a key element in the story; like in Son of a Trickster 

Figure 34, Gail Honeyman

Figure 35, Pearlized paper
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(see Figure 35), the designer chose a pearlized paper to  

emphasize the magical surrealism in the story. The pearlized paper adds more  

personality to the jacket and hints at parts of the story inside; this shine, obvi-

ously, cannot be duplicated with just graphics. Another example is A Brightness 

Long Ago which has gold foil on the cover. The specks of gold stand out when 

caught in the light as seen in Figure 36.10

Special finishes are a marker of the publisher’s belief in the book.11 It makes the book more 

collectable and beautiful. Julie Bosman from the New York Times unpacked a similar idea in 2011, ex-

plaining the publishers’ response to the spike in e-book sales at the beginning of this decade: the need 

to surround oneself with and own beautiful objects is fundamental human behaviour. Special finishes 

on books elevates the book’s importance; both for the publishing house and the buyer.

“… the publishers reason… [that] print books need to be about physical beauty  
and the pleasures of owning, not just reading.”– Julie Bosman12

4.8 Printing Decisions

In PRHC, a mechanical is known as the entire front, back, spine, and flaps’ design. Big Books have 

more than one special effect often including spot gloss for the title, author, and award burst on the 

front cover (as seen in Figure 37) and spine of the hardcover and paperback, foil stamping for the 

case, and coloured/patterned end papers. First format for regular books mostly come out as trade 

paperbacks with flaps and with less expensive special finishes, e.g., matte/gloss lamination or simple 

uncoated paper. Regular book covers are also either printed with less than 3 Pantone colours or just 

CMYK colours –e.g., Figure 38 uses two pantone colours and black for the cover. Big Books are 

often printed using CMYK+Pantone colours to give it an extra boost: this is usually done with neon 

colours/special ink for big authors like in Figure 39 which uses three pantone colours and CMYK for 

the entire mechanical. 

10 ruralrdr. A Brightness Long Ago by Guy Gavriel Kay (HC 2019) SIGNED US 1st/1st. Photograph. Grapeview, Washington,  
United States, November 15, 2019.

11 David Ross, (Senior Managing Editor), personal interview

12 Julie Bosman, “Selling Books by their Gilded Covers”, The New York Times, December 3, 2011

Figure 36, Gold foil
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Back covers for Big Books usually have blurbers from U.S. publications like The Washington Post, The 

New York Times Book Review, People’s Magazine, and The Times, and celebrity authors. Canadian pub-

lications like The Vancouver Sun, Chatelaine, and CBC books. Regular books usually have blurbs on the 

back covers from authors in the same genre, sometimes there is just an excerpt and graphics (see Figure 

40). Inserts in Big Books are usually in full colour and on glossier, heavier paper whereas regular books 

usually have black and white inserts on the same paper as the rest of the book. Regular books allow 

creative freedom for the designer like Figure 32 where she had the liberty to reduce the size of the title 

and author name since it is a debut author and really make the illustration (in Pantone) the star of the 

show; a Big Book would not benefit from this stylistic treatment. Regular books can have a different 

hierarchy than a Big Book (or a book positioned as one) since they are targeted towards a niche audi-

ence who will respond to those specific designs.

4.9 Second format of Big Books

Big Books have the budget to be able to accommodate different and/or many special finishes. When de-

signing for a hardcover, the shelf life of the paperback is taken into consideration. It’s important to 

consider whether the special finishes will still make budgetary sense in a paperback i.e., be profitable 

with the investment. This is a big decision when a second format is being printed. The versatility of the 

special finishes is clearly reflected in the sales; if the hardcover did substantially well, then the editorial or 

sales team might consider keeping some (or all) of the effects in trade paperback or trade paperback with 

flaps. Shorter print runs will usually compel the team to leave out special finishes, even for Big Books.13 

13 Mindy Fitcher, (Managing Editor of Paperback Publishing And Sales), personal interview

Figure 37, Award 
Stickers

Figure 38, Two 
Pantones+Black

Figure 39, 3 Pantones+ 
CMYK Colours

Figure 40, Red River 
Girl, Back cover
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The more expensive special finishes, like soft touch matte, are often reserved for books with higher bud-

gets, whereas less expensive effects, like spot or gloss UV, can be used a little more liberally. If the book is 

being sold in other territories and those publishers have used special finishes, there is pressure on the 

PRHC publisher to stay congruent, especially if the effects are going to add value to purchase-making 

decision of the buyer.14

Changing the design of a book in its second format is risky, and thus is a calculated move on the 

publishers’ part.15 For regular books (i.e., ones without celebrity authors), it is better to just use the 

same design in the second format since it requires less resources to produce the second format quickly 

and reuse the marketing collaterals. This means using the established visual presence of a book in-store 

(digital or brick and mortar). However, in some instances, if the publisher feels that the book missed the 

mark in its first format or if the book did not reach the intended audience, the book will get a redesign 

to address the concerns.

An example of a regular book undergoing a redesign is 

Brent Preston’s New Farm. The first format was an illustrated 

cover (Figure 41) which looked niche and the team felt like it 

needed to be reworked to attract the right audience: people 

interested in modern farming, the value of hard work, and  

overcoming hurdles to achieve their goals. This group of people 

did not respond at all to an illustrative cover, hence the decision to replace the illustration with a 

close-up photo of literally unearthing the fruits of labor seemed pertinent and attracted realists. The 

book sold better after redesigning the cover.

Big Books, however, have more leeway: an author with a solid fan base will always sell well re-

gardless of the look. A great example is Eden Robinson’s Son of a Trickster series. While the hardcover 

first format had a special pearlized paper, and a more mystical feel (Figure 43), the second format was 

redesigned to produce well on a matte lamination (Figure 42). This design decision also distinguishes 

14 Pamela Murray, (Senior Editor, Knopf Random House Canada), personal interview
15 Leena Desai, Print Book Formats: A Closer Look at How Simon &amp; Schuster Canada Uses Formats to Find Their Readers (Vancouver, BC, 
2018), pp. 9, 24, 40.

Figure 41, Left: Hardcover–Right: Paperback
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the two formats. Inverting colours is a common decision when redesigning a Big Book second format 

cover to tap into the collector’s market. An inversion of colour sets the two formats apart and adds vi-

sual interest (see Figure 44 and Figure 45). 

Another reason for a redesign for the sec-

ond format is expanding into a new 

audience. For Tom Wilson’s Beautiful 

Scars, the first format featured Tom 

Wilson’s face and the second format had 

a similar typographic layout but an en-

tirely different image (Figure 46). The 

image was of Wilson as a child, his 

mother and the woman who raised him, 

all together. This image was used to ap-

peal to audiences who wanted to read memoirs or books about 

unusual childhoods rather than just fans of Wilson or people 

who knew him by face.

Sometimes when a book with a Big Book Look does not 

reveal much about the subject matter of the book, the art work 

has to be changed. Elizabeth Hay’s All Things Consoled (Figure 

47) is a memoir illustrated with a poppy for the hardcover. In 

the paperback format, the picture of her parents, that was on the 

back cover of the hardcover, was placed on the front cover for 

reasons similar to Tom Wilson’s Beautiful Scars: to attract people 

who are interested in family memoirs.

On other occasions, even if a book is doing quite well, there 

could be constraints that restrict accessibility i.e., the cover is hard to distinguish as a thumbnail 

online. Often art directors avoid white book covers and effects which don’t quite translate online for 

Figure 42, Left: Paperback book 1–
Right: Paperback book 2

Figure 43, Left: Hardcover book 1–
Right: Hardcover book 2

Figure 44, Left: Hardcover–Right: 
Paperback

Figure 45, Left: Hardcover–Right: 
Paperback

Figure 46, Left: Hardcover–Right: Paperback

Figure 47, Left: Hardcover–Right: Paperback
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that reason. A redesign was done for similar reasons for Dionne  

Brand’s Theory (Figure 48). The second format paperback has an 

increased contrast in colour and type weight making it more 

readable, and therefore more recognizable at thumbnail size.  

The designer also took the opportunity to add more blurbs and an 

award sticker which make a book more noticeable in a retail space.

Big Books have big authors and are therefore used as a marketing point; this boost sales and 

reaches a new audience with every format. Redesigns for regular books are usually done to reach an 

entirely new audience to either break even and be profitable (see Figure 46). Redesigns (of both Big 

Books and regular books) also add to the backlist of the imprint thus increasing its shelf life in the 

long run. The blurbs and awards are trustworthy cues for the readers as they help reiterate the impor-

tance of a title years after it has been published.

4.10 Launch party

At the core, PRHC believes in Author Care. Every step taken is to make the author feel more con-

fident and happier about their book. Publicity plays a big role in promoting a debut author and 

getting them “Toronto exposure” if they’re local. Publicity assistants also coach the author on media 

etiquettes especially if they have never given TV or Radio interviews before.

In-house launch parties are usually done for debut authors whose books have the in-house 

confidence of making it big. This is not done for the publicity of the company, rather it is to help the 

author rise up and represent their book in the best way they can. It is also usually good practice for 

the author in preparation for the real launch of the book. A book positioned as a Big Book (which has 

the Big Book Look i.e., intended to have sales over 20,000) also gets an in-house launch party. This 

party is arranged by the Publicity team and is a big part of the Author Care that PRHC values. This 

party is mostly done to celebrate and congratulate the author. The author does an in-house signing 

and general meet and greet with the team. Usually this is the first time the author meets the designer 

responsible for their book’s cover. It is a feel-good party where everyone involved in the process 

toasts the author and the success of the upcoming Big Book. Book cover posters are often created and 

Figure 48, Left: Hardcover–Right: Paperback
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displayed for this launch party. Later, those posters are casually placed around the office, often near the 

booth of the editor/publisher/publicist who worked on the books.

It is often said at PRHC that the more excited the in-house staff is about a book, the more hype it 

gets. It’s the staff’s way of supporting a new or established author with their enthusiasm. This helps 

create an in-house buzz and attention towards the title. After the launch party, the publicist usually 

alerts the rest of the employees about free copies of the book on the internal messaging channel, and 

people often take one for themselves.

Figure 49, Posters placed near Publicity’s desk clumps
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5. A CLOSER LOOK AT THE DESIGN OF THE BIG BOOK LOOK

The Big Book Look is a powerful look which is widely used to introduce new books thus ensuring a 

lasting impression in the market. As the general publishing process of a Big Book with its many nu-

ances has been discussed earlier, for this section, I will be focused on expanding exceptions to the Big 

Book Look of commercial fiction as a genre. It is interesting to look at certain case studies, originating 

from Penguin Random House, which massively changed how those subsequent book covers in their 

genres were designed. These Big Books broke the rules of the general Big Book Look as discussed in 

“3.4 Relationship between The Big Book Look and a Big Book” on page 17 and went on to create 

a new style for books in the same genre to follow. These iconic books are great examples of Big Books 

that established the Big Book Look for their genres. 

5.1 Case Studies 

The two case studies researched are examples of books with cover design approaches that started a new 

mainstream cover treatment. These Big Books created a new fan-based readership in their genre, and 

propagated a new look which has been replicated over and over even to this day in commercial fiction. 

5.1.1 The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo

The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo was a bestseller on European lists and took 

Scandinavia by storm16 months before it made its way to North America. 

Nicole Winstanley, publisher of Penguin at PRHC bought the North American 

rights to The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo in 2007. It was obvious that this was 

going to be a Big Book because of its interesting and exotic setting in Sweden17, 

immense popularity in Europe18 as well as a strong female protagonist.

Consequently, a large number of voices with diverse opinions and politics 

were behind The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo when it was being designed for North American audi-

16 Nicole Winstanley, Publisher of Penguin, personal interview

17 Dusty Rhodes, “‘Girl With the Dragon Tattoo’ a Window into Modern Sweden,” ILLINOIS (University of Illinois, December 14, 2011), 
https://news.illinois.edu/view/6367/198594.

18 Outselling the Bible

Figure 50, Mendelsund’s 
rejected design
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ences. Peter Mendelsund (U.S. designer for Knopf ) was faced with the realities of the marketplace 

when he pitched a rather experimental white-on-white design (Figure 50) which went completely 

against the then-current thriller cover style. Back in 2008, most books in the thriller genre had red/

black or blue/black1 covers with big chunky type (see Figure 51). Established Big Book Looks are an 

easy way for publishers to indicate the thriller/murder mystery genre and attract the right buyers. 

The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo’s manuscript was a Big Book and held a lot of potential due to heavy 

interest, the consensus was to come up with something new that would set it apart from pre-existing 

titles and showcase the foreign and the exotic. The designer wanted to eliminate imagery and try 

something new. 

“There was the contingent that wanted the blood, and there was the contingent that wanted  
something that appealed to women, and there was the contingent that  

wanted something more manly,” 
–Peter Mendelsund2

Some of the “experimental” elements Mendelsund was able to use were bright, neon yellow colours 

for a dark thriller and an interlaced zigzag typographic treatment with the dragon tattoo illustration 

1 Nicole Winstanley, Publisher of Penguin, personal interview

2 Kyle Vanhemert, What Makes for a Brilliant Book Cover? A Master Explains, Wired, September 23, 2014
https://www.wired.com/2014/09/makes-brilliant-book-cover-master-explains/

Figure 51, Washington Post’s top thriller books of 2008

Figure 52, Left: 2005–Right: Movie tie-in edition
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(Figure 52). It was completely different from the dark thriller book covers in 2008 (Figure 51) that 

had silhouettes of (mostly masculine) figures, blood, or feminine faces. There was a myth among 

publishing houses at the time: yellow books did not sell and yet The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo went 

on to sell well over 100,000 hardcover units in the North American region alone, and the movie-tie-in 

paperback sold over 250,000 units.

What I like about Big Books is the similar looking covers they leave in their wake, thus creates the Big 

Book Look for its genre. Similar type treatment can then be seen on subsequent books in the thriller 

genre: tall, all caps font in a zig zag eye layout and the title being the largest element on the cover. The 

same typographic feel went on to inspire very popular high-selling books like Gillian Flynn’s Gone 

Girl and Paula Hawkin’s The Girl on the Train (Figure 53). For both these covers, abstract imagery 

which was secondary to the title, was very important as it intrigues the reader and invites further en-

gagement. In contrast to the images in Figure 51, covers that came after The Girl with the Dragon 

Tattoo has simpler images, less blood on the cover and the title often had a dramatic treatment. This 

was a nod to the sub-genre thus inviting the audience for a similar experience. 

In 2019, Toronto’s Indigo downtown branch had the following books on their “mystery and thriller” table:

 

Almost every book follows the Big Book Look set by the Big Book that propagated this genre: The Girl 

with the Dragon Tattoo. This obviously had to do with the vast demand for similar books featuring 

Figure 53, Covers similar to The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo

Figure 54, Indigo’s Mystery/Thriller table October 2019
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strong female protagonists in revenge-based settings. Where there is demand, there is surplus supply. 

Many similar books since feature the Big Book Look that gets them the attention and corelation to their 

genre. There is a decrease in the amount of blood related imagery on the cover (as compared to thriller 

covers from 2008), yellow often makes an appearance on the cover, and there are more conceptual im-

ages used. These little practices that proved to be sales success are now genre standards: it is important to 

notice these elements and the effect they have on buyers. That is why understanding the Big Book Look 

is necessary; we can then decide, as designers, whether to move away or conform to such designs in our 

own practice.

5.1.2 “50 Shades” trilogy

The “Twilight” series were all Big Books given that they sold like hot cakes, had movies, and became a 

household name. When Stephanie Meyer’s “Twilight” series took the world by storm, many fans of 

the series took to writing fan-fiction. One such writer was E.L James who created an inspired fan-fic-

tion and kept writing it until it became a book-sized fan-fiction. Her self-published e-book had sold 

over 30,0003 copies before Vintage Books (imprint of Penguin Random House) took notice and a 

7-figure contract was signed. The agent sold rights in 37 countries as well as movie rights, and over 65 

million copies have now been sold worldwide. It is the fastest selling paperback of all time, beating 

the Harry Potter series by J. K. Rowling.4 

E.L James designed the covers herself. She was inspired 

by the “Twilight” series, which was a romance story as 

compared to James’ erotica. Similar to the “Twilight” series, 

James used a solo image on a dark background with small 

serif type when she designed her own covers. Both sets of 

covers feature singular objects that reflect the book’s theme. 

The “Twilight” series’ covers have warm reds and fair skin 

tones set against dark backgrounds. In comparison, James used a cool, steely shade range which corre-

3 Business Insider, ‘Fifty Shades of Grey’ started out as ‘Twilight’ fan fiction before becoming an international phenomenon.
https://www.businessinsider.com/fifty-shades-of-grey-started-out-as-twilight-fan-fiction-2015-2
4 Business Insider, ‘Fifty Shades of Grey’ started out as ‘Twilight’ fan fiction before becoming an international phenomenon.
https://www.businessinsider.com/fifty-shades-of-grey-started-out-as-twilight-fan-fiction-2015-2 

Figure 55, “Twilight” series vs E.L James’ series

https://www.businessinsider.com/fifty-shades-of-grey-started-out-as-twilight-fan-fiction-2015-2
https://www.businessinsider.com/fifty-shades-of-grey-started-out-as-twilight-fan-fiction-2015-2
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sponds to the surname of the book’s protagonist (Anastasia Steele) as seen in Figure 55. 

PRH’s Vintage Art Director, Megan Wilson, thinks James is a good designer since she captured 

the essence of her story without conforming to the general erotica look. The use of single object im-

agery (borrowed not from erotica Big Book Look, but from teen Big Book Look) in a monotone adds 

intrigue and mystery to these covers. Her books had very subdued shout lines at the bottom of the 

covers which conveyed the book’s importance without taking over the entire cover. James’ design is a 

Big Book in the sense that:

• It is bold, striking, and memorable

• Different from others in the erotica genre at the time

• Single image on cover

• Has left a long trail of similar looking covers/series; established a Big Book Look for erotica.

James’ books created a whole new fan-base and roped in readers of all ages and genders, and naturally, 

bred a myriad of similar looking covers. When a book with such high sales and media interest makes 

it to the public spotlight, it does not really matter what it looks like anymore. Instead the cover be-

comes an excellent jumping point for other authors in the same genre to use for inspiration. 

The Big Book Look becomes a signal e.g., one look at the book covers in Figure 56 reminds us of 

50 Shades of Grey Trilogy. This is the power of the design of a Big Book. Its cover becomes inspiration 

for subsequent books in the same genre. Subsequent book publishers or authors use the Big Book 

Look to speak to the same audiences.

Figure 56, Covers similar to “50 Shades” series
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6. CONCLUSION

A Big Book often has a well-known author behind it and the 

PRHC team does their best to communicate that immediately. 

Consequently, the author’s name is often the biggest item on 

the cover. To ensure that the author’s name remains the most 

noticeable thing on the cover, images are minimal, simple, and 

directly understood like The Testaments. When these Big Books 

are successful, both due to their importance for the buyers and an impactful cover, books with debut 

authors like Delia Owens benefit from the Big Book Look which essentially applies a Big Book’s over-

all hierarchy and style. The one main difference is that the debut author’s name will be smaller than 

the title and the attributions as seen on Where the Crawdads Sing.

As seen in Figure 57, the imagery is relatively simple and easy to understand. The Big Book has a large 

author name and the Big Book Look has more emphasis on the blurbs and the intriguing title. The 

Big Book Look has remained all these years since it works to connect the right audience with the right 

book. As a designer, creating an iconic look, that transcends generational aesthetics, is a task which 

is made trickier by the amount of voices and opinions that stand behind a Big Book. A Big Book has 

the potential to acquire new audiences from its movies, audiobooks, second or third formats, and is 

eventually able to carve out a new visual style for books in that genre. A Big Book Look is one that is 

understood by the target audience and even the audiences which may not be explicitly interested in 

that genre.

Penguin book covers with their genre specific block-coloured covers (as seen in Figure 6) have 

come a long way from what they used to be. With advancement in technology and printing, big 

publishing houses like Penguin Random House Canada are able to use a myriad of special finishes, 

illustrations, photography, and various formats (e.g., audiobooks, cookbooks, graphic heavy books 

produced by DK) to reiterate the importance of a title. This establishes their leading position in the 

publishing world and enables the company to sign on debut authors with more confidence than 

Figure 57, Left: A Big Book–Right: A Big Book Look
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smaller publishing houses.1 The Big Book Look is not set in stone; it is fluid and changes as the 

industry’s understanding of the audience grows. What worked five years ago may not work as well 

in current times since people have access to more information. This results in companies needing to 

work harder and quicker to capture their audience. Big Book Look was not clearly defined even in the 

many interviews conducted: each person had a different idea of what it was. With this report, I have 

managed to recapitulate and condense the many definitions of a Big Book Look; which is to say that 

a book with a Big Book Look and the wrong marketing or the wrong editing may not be as successful 

as the examples mentioned. The design of a book is second to how it is presented to the world and 

many books that failed to sell well despite having beautiful covers are proof. Designers along with 

salespeople and editors all learn from mistakes: if a book cover has the wrong hierarchy (big unknown 

author’s name and a beautiful but nebulous artwork) it is probably not going to work despite having 

the Big Book Look. What this report highlights the most is the understanding of the correct hierar-

chy for the cover which best sheds light on the subject matter and consequently marketing it to the 

right people. The Big Book Look is a challenging design to achieve; more often than not, a skilled 

designer would have higher chances of creating a simple but precise book cover that is intriguing and 

explanatory enough to lure in a buyer. 

In conclusion, the Big Book Look described in this report is what generally every interviewed pro-

fessional agreed upon: bold, powerful, and visuals that stand the test of new readerships over time. The 

interviewed professionals at Penguin Random House Canada have been in the industry long enough to 

have a personal idea of what sells and translates well to the public. With the help of marketing and sales 

input, some Big Books make Big Book Looks (e.g. The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo) and some Big Book 

Looks make Big Books (Shari Lapena’s The Couple Next Door). As a designer, it is helpful to understand 

and track what looks work for different kinds of audiences, times, and subject matters.

1 Isabella Biedenharn, “Why Publishers Are Betting Big on Debut Novelists,” EW.com, May 16, 2016, https://ew.com/article/2016/05/02/
debut-novel-millions/.
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